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What is STAC?

• STAC facilitates the STAC Benchmark Council: 

• ~300 financial firms and ~50 tech vendors

• Establishes standard technology benchmarks and testing 

software

• Promotes dialog

• Includes the STAC-TS Working Group (time sync)
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What is STAC?

• STAC also performs independent benchmark audits
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RTS 25 compliance challenges

• Some issues get a lot of attention

• How should I get accurate time to my sites?

• How should I synchronize my host clocks?

• Should I use network capture?

• Other issues sometimes get less attention 

than they should

• For example..
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Application-level error

Error in 

application 

timestamps that 

is independent

of clock error
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Not-uncommon distributions of app-level error

Log-log histogramPercentiles (µsec)

(BTW, I grabbed these from different reports. 

They are not from the same system.)

• Takeaway: You need to test application-level error 

carefully
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Holdover of host clocks

• What happens if a daemon dies? Or a connection 

to the upstream clock is lost?

• Unfortunately, a lot: 

• Takeaway: You need to test host-clock holdover 

and track daemon health in production carefully
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GNSS spoofing and jamming

• Vulnerabilities of GNSS (e.g., GPS) are well known

• Will regulators treat those issues as exceptions?

• What are the potential impacts on our architecture?

Courtesy Spectracom, 

a member of STAC-TS
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But these are just challenges 

with complying
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The thing about RTS 25…

• Firms must not only comply; they must demonstrate that they 

comply

• That’s trickier than with other                                                         

regs

“Hey, your path 
delay could be off 
due to queuing in 

Switch #14…”

Regulators themselves 

can’t judge a technical 

implementation* 

• And remember: the burden of 

proof is on the regulated firm

• This is a recipe for confusion 

and cost * For that matter, neither can most  

compliance teams or senior execs
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The key to demonstrating compliance

• The key is not a checklist of technologies
• “We use GPS in every location with PTP to every server” (or 

whatever)

• There are many ways that great technologies can yield bad 

results

• Trust me, we see it every day!

• The key is:
• Testing

• Monitoring

• These tell you how things actually work
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Why is monitoring important for compliance?

• Can’t rely just on testing

• Testing says what can happen

• Monitoring says what actually has happened

• Testing isn’t perfect

• E.g., lab conditions may not have anticipated a 

production scenario

• ESMA says so

• “Relevant and proportionate monitoring of the system 

should be required…”
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Why is testing important for compliance?

• Can’t rely solely on monitoring

• Driving by the rear-view mirror is not best practice

• Some things can’t be monitored, e.g.:

- Application-level error

- Error in holdover

• Can’t rely on manufacturer specs

• Sometimes wrong, usually ambiguous

• Many solutions have no manufacturer to turn to

• ESMA says so

• “Relevant and proportionate testing of the system should 

be required…”
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So what are some best practices for testing?

• Test all unique configurations

• For each, cover all links in the traceability chain

• Test conditions at least as bad as production

• Including foreseeable exception scenarios

• Use non-parametric statistics

• Integrate test data with monitoring data

• Very nice to have: 

• Automate execution and analysis of tests

• Automate end-to-end traceability analysis
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Best practices and standards

• Best practices evolve as the industry learns and 

compares notes

• A standards process codifies best practices

• And updates them as best practices evolve

• Standards reduce costs

• Standards give regulators a reference point
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The purpose of STAC-TS

• Provide testing standards and tools that reflect 

industry best practices

• Software for traceability reporting

• Software for load gen, measurement, analytics

• Enables firms to:

• Justify traceability at any point in time

• “Self certify” or get audits (e.g., annual 

compliance certification)

• Also provides basis for STAC to publish results 

using the standards
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STAC-TS taxonomy

Enterprise time distribution
(infrastructure for NTP, PTP, PPS, etc.)

Network 

timestamping
(switches, NICs, capture 

cards, applicances, etc.)

Application 

timestamping
(APIs, C++, Java, .Net, VMs, 

etc.)

Time distribution to site
(GPS, GNSS, PTP from NL, etc.)

STAC-TS.NTE1

STAC-TS.NTE2

STAC-TS.CE2

STAC-TS.PSE2

STAC-TS.PSE1

STAC-TS.CAP1

STAC-TS.CAP2

STAC-TS.CAP3

STAC-TS.ALE

STAC-TS.GRAN

STAC-TS.RES

STAC-TS.AVN1

STAC-TS.AVN2

STAC-TS.AVN3

STAC-TS.AVN4
STAC-TS.CE1.STEADY

STAC-TS.CE1.HLDVR

STAC-TS.CE1.RECOV

STAC-TS.CE6.STEADY

STAC-TS.PE1

STAC-TS.PE2

STAC-TS.CE6.SPOOF

STAC-TS.CE6.JAM

STAC-TS.CE6.LOSS

STAC-TS.CE6.RECOV

STAC-TS.CE7.STEADY

STAC-TS.CE7.SPOOF

STAC-TS.CE7.JAM

STAC-TS.CE7.LOSS

STAC-TS.CE7.RECOV

And more And more
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STAC-TS goal: Right tool for the job

Example: STAC-TS.ALE - A quick 

but thorough way to assess 

application-level error

Example: STAC-TS.AVN - An easy way to 

prove compliance of an entire solution
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STAC Traceability Report (in development)

• Reports the accuracy of a  

timestamping point using 

its traceability chain

• Links the traceability chain 

to source data

• Integrates test and 

monitoring data

• Can draw from internal 

STAC-TS results and 

results on STAC site

• Run in batch to create 

STAC Traceability Survey
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Summary

• Complying with RTS25 is not the only challenge

• Demonstrating compliance is the other

• Think about how to persuade a non-technologist 

that you comply

• Follow standards where they exist

• If you’re interested in STAC-TS, see 

www.STACresearch.com/TS

http://www.stacresearch.com/TS

